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9j

in Kashan, because it does not contain a dedication to an emperor. In 1953 the

treatise appeared in a posthumous German translation by Paul Luckey (1884-1949)

[10], with an excellent Arabic edition based on a manuscript in Istanbul. In the

appendix to this paper I will discuss a manuscript of al-Käshi’s treatise which has

recently been discovered in Meshed in Iran, This manuscript is a direct copy of al

Kãshi’s original made by the mathematician Baha’ al-Din al-’Amuli (1547-1622

CE).6
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Because al—Khshi it Ott. c. a s rot U at ihi in m ntlisf translation,

incorrect statements abort i have been i tad ii ti c’s ‘ii liUrature. For

example, a recent ‘ur r det’rn na on [3 st e in d. a, it determined a

to 14 decimals This statcrne it i ea’ilv ref tm by i’iturr oh ‘h displays a1

Kãshi’s “table ci tie r ill des of the at o thr cit un t”r ncr aid thc, diameter”7

in the Meshed manuscriot. In this table. s1K’islii list, tO mo’lern terms the

multiples of 2a in decimal nc tation; the synih& it w’is nut a t usad in a1—KäshI’s

time On the tifth line, a! Khshi wnts IOn is I ‘I 5( 34, So SQ ?3 25. Flere we

see the first 16 correct decimals in the de i no! evf,int on ot ‘.‘ 3,14159 2 i535

89793 238
The decimal sysie ii icr frictions was di ov re ha of- S 4 and everal other

authors in the nie cv I I Lu c tad tin h i nc cr ci tic iu ml r 1-Khsh”

made his computations ii the se ag ‘sin ii sc St to. sit ‘It had hr n developed it

ancient Babylo , d a In it w is wide!) r sed ‘a ted cv’ 1 1< im astronomy, in his

?reatisc on tOe’ ( tar’ ro/ so ‘ace’, al—Kftsht sianted it cut’ putt a osith such a i

accuracy that in a cite! sith tadius equal to th< radius of the unlsc’rse, the maximal

error in the’ c ircomh’i C icr s I is hat the bic trIll c’ a ii

Al—Kdshi and his conteinport’ries act ept d tic i a on’ 1’! toic us (ca 150

CE,sec[1S]), vh hr cv S Fat he ‘as i sa a Ic I.’ ft ‘ cc. tn spher

if the moon, Mere its, \‘c iris list, su , lv’ is hq let S r lit ii cc! stars, aid by

an c utcr nost spit to at at I h i I liii c icr is a ‘t• mined the dis anr.c

from the e sri It to t hr IO in intl I tic ‘,u t c ih ‘ ii ; a,’ tie’’ , or ‘l!ic’nis of ion’

paralla and tie a pa ‘at i, o IL in us ill at as ci t e itih shadow cliirint’

color and lunar ccips” methods are cc’i5et hi, ltc , eye accurate Thus, a

relatively sins’’ crrcr’t’ It’ nic’asu!ca’ent a! the eat s induct c sciuced a dislanee

between the ca IL ad K 5W wi cli s ni Is 30 0 Ic c c nrc c tin

Ptolemy assunted that thc, mash tal dii inc hr Ccc fl te i’ll a d tie sun ii

equal to thc to ni a n’ is b cc n it 0’ a I Mar I 7tolcnia c model

pmuduces cssenlia Is ott ci at’ s Ida eel hi it xi a! an ronitmal distr aces

from the earth t ci il’ ct Lu or th is us t clv icr thins ‘Ives). Front

the supposed minimal distance ol Mar’ and th r liii h ‘two “t its minima arid

maximal dista cc Ptolcm utld sow fi d tI mail nil Os anc. of Mars, which hi’

supposed to he equal to the nnnimal distance ot’ lupili r <ous s on. I’ moally, he

assumed that the maximal distance of Saturn is c.quril to the minimal distance of the

fixed stars Pt lea a lie eu 1ha al ‘ix d arc e S uc c d thi sphere whit

At—Ktshi actualh mesas halt the 1,atncte

In his table, at —KOshi uses itudu—At at ic to mh,,r’ hi no den t ‘i ‘ti tic. 4 s It decima s in

colunins for ‘ten’, ‘ t at he ciam let an mu ipi ot It at, ii d.a l.c’ for <‘n ‘ 16 [lii,

fifth line aetralls end’ a ,t. 20. lid the rest. refers a it’s mull pie S

Figure 1

On al-’AinuIl ice [13. p. 160]. [17, pp. 348-3501.
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a very slow (precessional) motion with respect to the outermost sphere containing

the celestial equator. This outermost sphere rotated once every day around the

center of the universe, which coincided with the center of the earth. Ptolemy

concluded that the radius of the universe was approximately 20,000 earth-radii.

On the basis of new astronomical observations, the medieval Islamic as

tronomers changed some of the parameters in Ptolemy’s models, but they

computed the radius of the universe along the same lines with similar results, In his

work Stairway to Heavens (sullam al-samã’,), al -Kãshi stated that the radius of the

universe is 26,328 earth-radii [2, p. 251]. In his Treatise on the Circumference, al

KãshT required that in a circle with radius R equal to 600,000 earth-radii, the

inaccuracy in the circumference 2t’tR should be less than the breadth of a hair. Then

the inaccuracy is much less than the breadth of a hair for all circles which can exist

in the physical universes.

For the approximation of it, al-Käshi used a method of Archimedes, which is

as follows in modern notation. Consider a circle with diameter 1. Then the

circumferences of the inscribed hexagon, the circle, and the circumscribed hexagon

are 3, it, and 2q3 respectively. The circumference of the circle is greater than the

circumference of the inscribed hexagon and less than the circumference of the

circumscribed hexagon. ihus 3 < it < = 346 Using lower and upper

bounds of the sides of an inscribed and circumscribed regular n-gon, Archimedes

computed lower and upper bounds of the sides of the inscribed and circumscribed

regular it-gon. Using the hexagon, he approximated the sides of the inscribed and

circumscribed regular 12-, 24-, 48-, and 96-goo. From the 96-gon he obtained 3 <

it3Z.

The algebraic expressions of the sides of these polygons involve irrational

numbers, which Archimedes avoided by means of complicated estimates such as

(in modern terms) 265/153 < ‘5<1351/780 Archimedes did not use a decimal or

sexagesimal system for fractions.9

Al-Käshi mentioned Archimedes’ approximation but remarked that the result

3 < it < 3 is much too inaccurate for his purpose. After the 96-gon (96 3 .2),

al-Käshi considered 24 more polygons, namely the 192-gon, the 384-gon, and so

on. until the 3.225-gon. He showed that the circumferences of the inscribed and

circumscribed 3.22-gon of a circle with radius 600,000 earth-radii differ by less

than a breadth of a hair, so his approximation of the circle by one of these

circumferences produces a sufficiently accurate value of it.

Al-Kashi worked in a circle with radius 60 units, as was usual in the

trigonometry of his time. He simplified Archimedes’ method of computation in the

S tO M icr iS n I fe fl iii 193

following way in modem term<
The sides of the use ec m ire out th I f.oi in ei el wid tad us 60

are given by the formr las

o

8(1 15
ii .1 —

S

Al-KSshf also shoed ilcit the c nip oat ns ire uP 0 tie fih root
estractions are car lcd ot it t) s C SI ml’ (its .y 1 1 1’ 1ionil,
Figure 2 is Luckey s n ise ipit a 0. p U nU I -Lash o no taiton of
Fm the transci iphon of se\aUesmrila itumhei . I tic Ihe s: ft’n sI’ 4 Neugehauer,
in which semicol in Is Cl mit s n 1 is ii to i It na part and

sexagesitnals are separ-sted h eomnt’t, in titi system lOt tss 0 tI a -KSshi’s

computation can be express ‘0 a

‘5o,o 1,43:5n,22,8,25 560,$4,25,l1 4 ,t aO,” & 18,57.,

(meaning: 1 60 43 .) In as Mn tiL isl did not use

Hindu—Arabic number ho the aI’jad ssstem which s i irtirisr iption of the

following system that had beet used by PtoIeni and his fneek oecessors The

letters of the Greek alp al I e ire i v cc .fl . 0 9,i -

IO,K 20, = 30.g 40.s’ 50 Ptolemy wrote tht numhti 53 as c that is the

Al -K5shi first co s pu 1. 6, , I

180
120 COS —

The rragmtudes k satisTs tie simpk relation

1 (

a consequence of the ii ode a ft nsiua

Ii
eos 5j2 .:t

Note that e 60. Al-K ishi nn pmited, it modern nor itO’

4 6O. 560/:l /-. 5’). -‘s. -s.

For Archimedes method see [1, pp. 93-94], reprinted in [4, pp. 9-14J.
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A1-Kãshi then determined the circumference C ot the circumscribed polygon by a
method involving similar triangles, equivalent to the formula ( 1 120 A’, for n =

In this way he lot d uppr dod lo r boo ds for ode ference of the
circle with radiu. 60, po , k 11 ‘ill u to b tands for
2a.

2e 6: 16 9. 28, 34. 5 36 3, ,

2z>6, 16, 59, 28, L34, 51, 46, , 9 3,

° .M-KSshi upper and boor ‘ot ob 2 are opus us to 4 :) 4 t 7) )9 a 314159
2653589793254 Theavrs .3 265358L 342 “ ll( 1 67]

On Van (onion and t a a’ 6 1

letter for 50 followed by the letter for 3. For zero, Ptolemy used the symbol ô (the
first letter o of the Greek word ou’de’n, meaning: “nothing,” with an overbar). The
Arabic translators substituted for the different letters of the Greek alphabet the
letters of the Arabic alphabet with the same numerical values. Thus a became alif
/4 became /43’, and so on. The translators maintained the symbol ö for zero.

By means of 27 further square-root extractions as in Figure 2, al-Kashi found
k3210, and hence the circumference Iof the inscribed 3.228-gon as

13228x

Ta/sd tb
Cost, Bar,obnung

Sse eribt die 8*5,,, dos D*iti*io dos Usofeog,, 1.s. die 5e5*o dee Ceganoung
des Seebt,b (des Usoisogo)

1 43: 51 “I si 57 50 0 44 50 340,555W,

:
— , 5

0 5 Dsodesi,ss

a a sor,u,e

op so a di , so ,,, a 5* a so a so so 4 di a Cs 000dosSooso

“ITTiF — i°’
:5 ‘ “‘‘‘ a “f4 so

so751 51td?.... 53 44:0453454 s2ios,o.
53

3 2 40 33 [ 5 27 22 55 8 03 . S 0 55 2

is *5 ‘ 1 2’ :50 ‘‘ 0 so
8 81 50 50 ‘ 2 50 50 1 C’S 14 2 COso
_‘

3 50 7 58 4 -—

,

5 05 0 53 70 0 18 0
so so ‘ — ho oc ‘do “ria

55 3 08 50 0* 80 74 5 1 08 10 58 00 85 so
10 0i’OO 15 55 4’ “f’f so oo’’W’Id 4 0

o S 07 15 13 30 4 51 4 5 20 55 33 0 00
3 0. 0 00 44 47 ‘1 0 44 l8 4 l,ti._ 5,13 24 04 2 40 12 28 45

0 5 33 55 53 19 :41 44 3 34 55 30

36 9 22 II 03 41 olso 0 55 13
— “‘‘‘,

°O’
05

, 25 38 5 2 43)14 346 40 54 10 00
F i 4o 45 O 08 43 24 Cd” 3 1 00

4

1
1 07 00 43 28 30 02 30 0 30 00

35 [ 57 Sd” 45 II 03 03 54 0 44
‘1, 1W”’W’ so”

os dW’ss so so
‘:

-ro “]IO $5 oo.o,, i—-H”’r”'-.— - : i 3105 43 ‘10 00Th 80

__

jI1-

Figure 2: Luckey’s transcription of al-Kashi’s computation of (see
[10, p 121, ai-KSshi’s verification by computation of the square has been omitted)

initially. at KaslaT 1 i 1 46 ,L he las xag a ml o ‘ boa’ bound hut h
then estimated the r x e r I Ia i 1 ii criec,ted 46
to 45.

A1-Kãshi chose for 2 a the aserage 6,16,5Q,28,l,34,a5,46lo, 0. and he con
verted this number into the thoimal sastem of fr’,e’iono ,ca 28C 8 S3071 9586 5
an modern notatlo

3 Ludolph Va a Ccii and von’ a do irko

Ludoiph Van Ceulen wa, horn in ITildesheirn iii (or ‘oatta o 1540. Before
1580 he settled in Eboibat . saber’ he iii ad ‘ hi’, 1 5115,t S IC,5,,’, of’ arithmetic,
surveying and Ic p 01) bum r p i V seh 101 h

Lemden, to teach a aths. a n eh, met C ii In 584 and
1586, Svmon van der t aeke pub isbed tvt et .ad’a urea ‘at ci’ sahich he had
obtained ha’ wrong applications of the method mit Archne’dc a’ f,’aeuo’crnent of the
Circle These tase qaiadta ii are ,‘quis abent to ‘4° 11 ‘ 4 ‘262. and a

8 (= 4460 7 34 1 V ‘oh n a ‘w cia sic I
languages and Ar h in V mt 1’ c I (a ii I a) a
and Greek, but has tHeist Jan de root ii a abate el te\ 4 it tell r It iiim, see the
preface to [6]. Van Ceulen Uie’mc publislitd p10045 tba,mm tb: quarli ‘lures of Simon san
dot Ecke were incorree’ ‘a in (‘eulen cC 1ttruCd his o0It:f’utii ha increasing
the numbor of s 1s in r a ‘ci a ‘or. i rib IV In 1596 he
published his gr’a I e It ‘ott ii )i itok) [8]. In
this work he dmscu’,”e, iot e nba a cktern’ol at > , 4 lie on aaerical
determination of sides of arbitrary polygons, and sine, tan Cot and interest tables
Van Ceulen eventualb\ found 3 decimals ol’ at sahich ss t” brat p ahhshed in the
form of an inscription as t a tone ‘a C u i 0 10 k) in I ciden
The tomb was destroy a tin t a h v tea ‘ion of the
world mathenaatio.’, yeas h, eonstr soOt) ,e inn. t,u placed in the
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church [12].

f’gure 3 Part of Van Ceulen’s computation of the side of a 3231-gon in [8, f. 13]. The

figure displays the quantities (‘i2 tie n 20.31. At the bottom Van Ceulen printed the
resulting upper and lower bounds of a

In Van den (‘irkel, Van (eulen presents four different a-determinations to 12,

16, 18 and 20 decimals, using inscribed and circumscribed polygons with 5 22,

210, 3 2 nd 15 ‘° idcs respectisel). We will only pat, attention to the third it

&ti rminatinn, in whVli Van Ceulen uses the same regular polygons as al-KgshT.

ihere, van Ceulen computed for n -= 48,96 3 2’thc quantity c 2

cos( 180°/n) (my notation), using the relationship — . Some of his results

arU displayed in Figure 3. As we have seen above, al-Kttshi computed Ic, = 60e,,.

Van Ceulen’s relationship between e2 and c,, corresponds to a1-Käshi’s

relationship between k2 and k, 1 hus the two mathematicians improved the

Archimedean method in essentially the same way.

Unlike al-Kashi, Van Ceulen used algebraic notation, so he could express the

quantities C , cr2... algebraically as l3 , etc. (compare [8, £ 3b]). Van

Ceulen performed his square-rout extractions in the decimal system, which had

been developed by the Dutch mathematician Simon Stevin (1548-1620),

independently of al-Kashi and other medieval Islamic mathematicians. If we

transform Van Ceulen’s numbers c into the sexagesimal system, we obtain for n <

3.228 ail sexagesimals of al-Kkshii’s numbers Ic, The fact that Ic,, = 60c,, causes a

shift of one sexagesimal position. For example, on une 28 in Figure 3, Van

Ceulen’s numbu 2

is in sexagest m I not i
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else” is probably Van Ceulen, because the approximation is expressed in the same

way on the front page of his work (Figure 4). The late professor Qorbani considers

this transmission from Europe to the Islamic world as the event which defines the

end of the medieval Islamic period in mathematics [14, p. 4j.

I 999999999900162.74542.905777593 3 I

I 99999999999975065683 572.6).83963341,

I9999999999999376’4215893 1562.517710.

! p99999999999984416053973l9014779l9

499999999996 10401 3493 31ZZ46S1404.

I,,999,9999999990216003 3733 305614690356.

1999 99999999975650084333l64035Z43543.

Z999999999999999939 2.52.10833160087182.42.,

J’999999999999999984781 302.7082.900U737701.

9999999999999619532.5677072.505430806.

999,9999999999999904883 14192.6312.6357451.

999999999999999C99761107854817031589348.

Appeudi. Ne in I om al- Amok’s mamas ‘rip ol ahKishI’s

treatise

In 198°. the eminent lranan historian ot mathematie. \. ,0rh2ni drew the
attention to the manuscript o s. s39 in the [IcR Shrine I i’srars li Meshed° This
manuscript contains al—K tsht’s rwaricr or tin . ax nesisi ith the following
colophon: “This has been written h its author, the most msi’rn0cant servant of
God Most High, Jamshid ib \Ias’Od ibn Mahmdd ibn ylitharrrma.l. the Physician,

al—Kashäni. called Ghir ath iriax God treat him well in th middle of the great

month Shasãn of the year 82’ of the Hira’ (corresoond’ne a’ tire ad of Juls 1424
p1•i5 Qorbni concluded ft m this onloption that the iii,UiiiStl ii ‘s is an autograph

113. pp.13 l-153j. Professor I.. Nenhauer arid I Seigin (I rankla’t) have pointed
out to me that the handee rtmg does nor resemble tire a nI it3eenth—centurs

Persian st Ic. The\ also referred to the follon mit p1ssape cii tl’e secnd pane of the

manuscrip: (reproduced I,: p. : “The 1 raii r el’ ir urnfereirec: it a

copr of the original in th -‘ , tr’dw riting of the author the noel ortoits and most

excellent master, the Pt n ct hR time our master . ihrvdd a )tn Jamshid al
Ki5ht. it was esritte’ d.c o \luiisrri ‘tail 13 hi i I; nruii, Th

Meshed manuscript is •re ,,l e c ps ot th ‘rt:ttnG ‘ K. ‘dii b Bahd’ al—
Din ad .rnuli, who se’t ese,’-kniwri matnern’it cron Iii r II itoh who was horn
in Baalhele flow ip (t tnJrr’ it h,i:_ tin lOt Kin tl’e Istanhu,

manuscript uced by 1 itt ire ma is a r tat it j. which I uckey

made to restore ti

Figure 4. Part of the front page of Van Ceuten’s work “Van den Cakel” (8].

Al-KAshi and Van (‘eulen worked in very different mathematical communities.

Van Ceulen was working in a period in which there was much interest in at in

Western Europe. He and some of his contemporaries spent much time in refuting

the wrong quadratures that were published. As far as we know, none of al-Kkshi’s

contemporaries were working on the determination of at. A1-Kãshi’s immediate

predecessors were al-Biizjãni (died 998) and al-Birttni (died 1043), whose values of
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Luckey used (see the facsimile in [161), and L for Luckey’s edition,’9 translation

and commentary [10]. A notation such as A 55:3 or L 55:3 refers to line 3 of A or

L, L 85n37 refers to footnote 37 of page 85 of L.

Because the Meshed manuscript was copied from alKashi’s original by a

mathematician, it is unlikely that mathematical errors were introduced during the

copying process. Thus, the new manuscript A suggests that the following

inessential mathematical errors were already found in al-KgshT’s lost original:

(I) L 78:1 = I 2b:l4-l5 = A 7:1-2. The text contains a number “366 and a

fraction,” which Luckey interpreted as 1 2Oit with 2t approximated by 3 . Luckey

then emended the text to “377 and a fraction,” see L 7n1, L 55:8. Actually l2Oit =

376.99112... so the “366 and a fraction” may be a slip of al-K shi’s mind for “376

and a fraction.”

(2) In L 80:3 I 3a:l0-il — A 9:4-6 and L 83:2 = I 18a:2 A 40:3, the

manuscript gives the decimal expression of 3,228 in words as 800, 335, 168.

Actually 3,228 805, 306, 368, as noted by Qorbäni [13, p. 148]. The error shows

that al-Kashi was relatively unfamiliar with computations in the decimal system.

Al-Khshi’s sexagesimal expression 3,228 = 1, 2, 8, 16, 12, 48 ( L605 + 260 +

860...) is of course correct.

‘l’he manuscript A suggests that some small changes be made to Luckey’s

edition. The most important changes will be listed here. The futility of these

changes is a witness of the excellent quality of Luckey’s work.

(1) L85:6n37, and L 85:30n46 change l.uckey’s emendation wa’I-nãqisa to

aw al-baqiya as in A 44:2, 45:17 and I 20a:i, 20a:20. In L 20:9 (title of Chapter 7)

and L 21:15 change dherschie/Jenden and mangeihajien BrOchen to

uberschieflenden oder ubrig bleibenden Brdr hen.

(2) See L 87:6-7, L 22. A 47:2 has a somewhat different vocalization of the

Arabic mnemonic verse which al-Khshi composed for the decimal digits of 2a =

6.28318 53071 79586 5, see [13, p. 152]. Thus an alternative reading of L 22:1 is:

wah,ã /iahai,9 so: azath’ huwahhu. In al -KhshT’s Persian verse for the decimal

digits of 2it. Luckey read the two words yek rd as I and he remarked that the

following digit 7 is missing in the verse. A 47:4 has zã’ instead of rã, and Qorbani

points out [13, p. 152 that the abjad number zn represents 7.

(3) Change L 89:5 = I 19b waqi to A 49:5 diqqa; in the text in the bottom

part of Table 19a, L 24, change the last word Rechenzeit to Rechengenauigkeit.

The German translation and commentary of al-KSshT’s Treatise on the Circurqference [10] by Paul

Luckey (1884-1949) appeared posthumously in 1953. Luckey had made a handwritten edition of the

Arabic text, which was used by his editors, Siggel and Gieseke, to prepare the Arabic edition in [10]. 1

call this Arabic edition “Luckey’s edition,” even though Luckey did not intend to publish a critical

edition because he only had access to one manuscript ofal-KSshi’s treatise.

(4) Al-KAshi’s Tuat a he nv an/c act on as Inc
numerical tables. In the first row of table 22a, righs sidt.
approximation of 120 sin I’ 5c

.vithout gisiit1 deta Is ab at i ct

gives the value 0, 3 24 56, 8, 5 58 4 7 1 cc so r.

correct value of 120 sin 0.2 is 0, 31,24,56,58,35,58,41 46 , i.uckc
last sexagesimal to 47 r 10, p 30]. Manuscript A also has 1” we l’av

as the eighth sexagesimil a his s ippro in s a

with the second line of the table because (0: 31. 4. 56, 58, 5 ‘8, a!
26, 57, 15, 2. 9, 46, 0 as in the second line of the table, whorea (tt: 3
35,58 41,47)2=0.16 26 1 2 46,
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